DAVID ABIKIZER
GREATEST SEPHARDIC HITS
David Abikzer is a well known hazzan and singer from Israel who is blessed with a voice that is so outstanding that he was invited to the U.S.A. to serve as Cantor of the Sephardic Temple.

For this album David Abikzer has chosen some of his favorite Sephardic hits. It is with great pride that Menorah Records presents to the public Cantor Abikzer's 9th recording.

**SIDE ONE**
1. SHALOM — (D. Abikzer)
2. MARGALIT — (S. Amzalag, U. Haimoff,
   Dedicated to D. Abikzer's Daughter)
3. ADIO — (Ladino)
4. SHALOM L'ben Dodi — (D. Abikzer)
5. LEBE SHAM — (Avi Koran & Hazizakes)
6. QUE YE POR TI — (Ladino)

**SIDE TWO**
1. CARMELITA — (D. Abikzer,
   Dedicated to His Wife)
2. HIDAT AHAVA — (Avi Koran & Hazizakes)
3. D'ror Yikra — (Yemenite Melody)
4. B'Siman Tov — (D. Abikzer, Dedicated to I.R.)
5. KE ESHMERAH — (Turkish Melody)
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